
SEQUENCE YOUR BEST YOGA CLASSES EVER 
- EVERY TIME! 





WITH SADIE NARDINI
Founder of  The Yoga Shred® & Core Strength Vinyasa Yoga®

E-RYT 500, RYS 200 & 300 



WHY DID I CREATE THIS 
COURSE? 

• I went from 5 students in a class to over a million 
online and off each month. 

• I became a presenter with the Yoga Journal 
Conferences, Wanderlust, BOLD, IDEAFit, 
CanFitPro, Kripalu & Omega…and more! 

• I certify teachers in my 2 styles, and have seen 
them thrive and attract way more students with 
intelligent shifts in their sequencing. 

• I travel the world and create online e-courses 
and classes for my online studio now. on my own 
time.  This freedom in part came from my clarity 
as a teacher.

• I want you to design your best classes and have 
access to more abundance, too! 



WHAT ARE THE FOUNDATIONS 
OF AMAZING CLASSES? 

• Clarity: The teacher knows why they are there and 
what they are using their class time to offer. 

• Authenticity: Instructors who teach from their 
Core Truth are far more magnetic to students. 

• Consistent Creativity: Classes that are varied 
and freshly inspired enough but stick to a consistent 
intensity level tend to retain and grow an audience. 



WHAT GETS IN THE WAY OF 
GREAT CLASSES? 

• Trying to teach like your teacher or 
other popular instructors and not 
yourself. 

• Hiding your voice and perspective 
on the practice and defaulting to 
just cues, quotes and poems. 

• Inspiration burnout from not 
making time to nourish, take in life 
lessons, study, feel creative. 

• Overly listening to your students’ / 
community's opinions of how & 
what you should teach! 



HOW TO BREAK THE CYCLE
• OMwork: This week, starting tomorrow, shift your schedule 

to have one hour a day just for yourself. Take a bath, a walk, 
meet friends, journal, watch an e-course, do your own 
practice. Whatever radically nourishes you…do that. 

• Q: What arises around this idea of setting aside a whole hour 
a day for you? What resistances? What excuses? How do you 
feel about putting yourself first for 60 minutes each day? 

• Write about that if needed…and then do it anyway. 



KRAMA OF SEQUENCING
• "Krama" (not karma) is a sanskrit 

word that means "the order or 
sequence". 

• "Vinyasa Krama" is comprised of  
the sequential steps that blend 
together to create a flowing 
"vinyasa" style yoga class. 

• You can think of a great yoga class 
as steps leading up to a central 
pose, and then steps down from it. 

• The following sections will help you 
use this concept of vinyasa krama 
to build your own powerful classes!



STEP 1: CHOOSE A THEME.
• Themes can be physical, emotional, mental, spiritual, energetic, or life challenge/solution based.

• The best classes are those that use the same theme but weave and translate it into all these 
levels throughout the class.  The anchor is the physical movement. 

• A theme should speak to both a challenge (in their lives) and a solution (what you invite them 
to experience in your class). 

• Then take them on a mindfully sequenced journey to explore this theme on multiple levels.

• Example: Many people give out so much and get drained from day to day. They also can try to 
overly or to quickly chase flexibility in their yoga poses. Not containing movement can cause pain and 
strain! 

• A side abs-strengthening and stretch focused class would work for both spinal support as well as 
learning to hug in and contain one’s energy, especially those who are giving out a lot in their daily 
lives.  



• This is a physical theme but can be a teaching on all levels, like any theme. 
• What about posture are you trying to correct/what result do you want to give your 

students by the end of class? 
• Often we email and work and hunch forward. This can cause a strong/tight front body, 

grippy/overstretched/weak back body. 

THEME: LET'S CHOOSE:
”ROCK YOUR POSTURE". 

Results/Targets of the class:
• Reversing poor posture-related imbalances in the body. 
• Proper head and spine posture in all poses. 
• Standing up for yourself in life. 
• Empowerment/confidence to fully express who you are. 
• Access better breathing and healing when posture is good. 
• Strengthen upper, mid and lower back.
• Work and stretch deeper core (Spinal Psoas and Quadratus 

Lumborum muscles).



STEP 2: BEGIN SEQUENCING WITH YOUR 
"CORE POSE" . 

• Decide in advance of other blocks of sequencing what 
pose you will be leading up to.

• Target the areas that will help with better posture. 

• I chose : Rockstar Pose (from side plank, 
step behind yourself, and backbend)--
PICTURED. 

• Why: this pose is the opposite of "email-
asana" or hunching forward. 

•

NOTE: 
Your ”core pose” does not have to be the most advanced. It can be a super adventure pose like this one, or it can be 
something more simple that you work on a bit more than usual. It's OK if not every student can do your Core Pose -
but they will need a modified version so have one ready. 

The core pose is your anchor pose that will orient you to how to more clearly sequence all the other blocks of class! 
Without starting here, sequencing is harder, and your class will likely seem more confused - both for you and the 
students. 



STEP 3: BACK IT UP TO THE BEGINNING
From the moment you sit down to welcome the class to the session, you should be on 
topic for the theme of your class, which is exemplified by the Core Pose. 

You know what you will be building up to.  Your students don’t. This is 
powerful. 

The theme is Rock Your Posture, so here you want to do something like the following: 

• Claim the teacher's seat / Get yourself situated first. Sit, breathe, close 
your eyes for a moment to set your own intention. Take your time. The class starts when 
you are ready.  Exemplify what you are about to teach. 

• This is one of the most important things you can do, since it is a psychological signal to 
everyone that you are in charge, and they will pay more attention and respect your 
teachings more throughout the entire class.  



STEP 3: BACK IT UP TO THE BEGINNING
  

Next, have them join you in Easy Seat. Bring their focus right away to the theme of the class 
in 3 main ways: (NOTE: I usually write these down in my journal which is always open by my mat). 

• Physically: 

Draw them into cues that mirror your theme.  Example: "Come to sit and pay attention to your spine. 
Allow it to be as natural as it's born to be". Breathe with them for a bit and encourage them to seek 
simple, powerful spinal alignment right where they are, for their bodies.  

• Philosophically: The "Why" of class:  

This is your overriding theme behind the movement. Example: "The way you stand is a direct signal to 
your energy, your health and even your confidence. You can stand tall and mighty like a mountain, or in ways 
that deplete, diminish or even strain you". 

• Now Orient Them To The Journey Ahead: The "How" of class: 

This is how you will put it into action for them to experience today.  Example: "Today in every pose, I'll 
give you another opportunity to seek the balance of support and freedom, or as yogis call it. Sthira-sukha. We 
will strengthen areas usually weakened by gravity, and stretch those that poor posture--and just life--has 
imbalanced. Let's get back to rocking your posture!”



STEP 4:  WARM IT UP
• Start building the warm up to serve the Core Pose you have picked for the class. Prepare and warm the 

body with floor movements that mirror the larger strength and stretch A) of good posture in general and 
B) Of the Core Pose (Rockstar Pose) specifically. 

• Rockstar Pose & Posture: Strengthens back body, stretches front body. SO your warmup should too. 

• The warmup is the perfect time to focus on whole body movements, also with some added moves that 
are smaller versions of these aspects of your Core Pose. 

Some Warm Up Poses you might choose:  

• Seated Cat Cow Waves: Feel the balance of your spine as you warm and open front and back 
bodies.

• Hands & Knees Core Plank Curls: Warms and strengthens the psoas, spinal stabilizers) 

• Down Dog: Find a line from pelvis through head; a balance between spinal support and fluidity.

• Plank holds: Talk about proper posture/head and spine alignment in the pose. 

• Mountain Pose: Finish the warm up sequence here; talk about Mountain as the goal of all poses-- 
keeping the spine in line, even in backbends...and optimal energy movement / holistic balance in the body. 



STEP 5: CORE SUN SALUTATIONS 
The Core Sun Salutations have a central sequence: 

Mountain (inhale)

Forward Fold (exhale)

L shape (inhale)

Dog (exhale) / bend knees, prepare (inhale)

Plank Wave into Plank (exhale) / Tap knees down (inhale)

Diagonal Chaturanga (exhale)

Cobra (inhale)

Transition to Dog (exhale) / Dog Split 1 leg up (inhale)

Core Plank / Step Forward (exhale) / Wave Spine Long Low 
Lunge (inhale)

Come Into High Lunge (exhale)+ Fists Of Fire / Stand (inhale) / 
Fists & Bend Knees (exhale) X 5 or so.

Back into Dog (exhale) / bend knees, prepare (inhale)

Plank Wave into Plank (exhale) / Tap knees down (inhale)

Diagonal Chaturanga (exhale)

Cobra (inhale)

Dog (exhale) / Dog Split (inhale) - other leg lifts 

*Repeat Core Plank to Fists Of Fire Lunge On Other Side*

From The Last Dog Pose: 

Bend Knees (inhale) / Step or Hop Halfway Up Mat (exhale)

L Shape (inhale)

Forward Fold (exhale)

Bend Knees (inhale) / Unhinge to Stand (exhale)

Mountain Pose reach up (inhale) / Hands to namaste (exhale).



STEP 5: CORE SUN SALUTATIONS 

Add simple movements and/or other Lunge 
Variations to your Core Salutations to prepare 
the body and have your students experience 
the nature of rocking their posture: 

Example: Lunge to Flying Warrior 3 (pictured) x 
3 for back body strength, core support, and 
maintaining a line from hips to head (good 
posture) the whole time. 

Be careful not to do poses that require 
a ton of flexibility too soon, like 
Triangle. Note the bent standing leg 
here. 

•



STEP 6: MAIN SEQUENCE
Target movements that take your warm-up up a notch 
and prepare the body in a more full range of motion for 
the Core Pose to come. 

Build these sections from: (listed in order the body is 
prepared for them): 

Standing Poses (less stretchy) --Warriors & 
Temple

Standing Balances: Eagle, Tree, Full Warrior 
3 

Arm Balances: Crow, SIde Crow, Side Plank

Arm Binds & Deeper Strength & Stretch 
Poses: Bound Side Angle, Triangle, 1/2 
Moon, Revolved Triangle.

make sure the body is very warm before poses that 
require deeper joint and muscle flexibility. Most teachers 
rush this and students aren't ready. 



STEP 6: MAIN SEQUENCE: ROCK YOUR 
POSTURE. 

• The poses you choose should build them toward your Core Pose in strength and stretch. Since we need 
back bending ability, shoulder and chest mobility, and open abs and hip flexors, you might choose:

• Waterfall Warrior - Warrior One with clasped hands behind back. Inhale, arch / exhale, wave forward 
towards or inside front thigh. Repeat x 5 on each side.

• Side Angle Arm Circles (Later : Side Angle w/ full bind)

• Fan Pose Clasp Hands / Fold

• Cobra/Up Dog / Camel or Bridge: Build up to these as you move through the sequence.

• Long Pigeon Pose hold + Quad Stretch: Your Main Sequence should not be all standing/
challenging stuff. End with a longer stretch before your Core Pose and they will be more prepared, and 
actually have energy to bring to it. 

• Throughout these poses, talk about proper head, neck and spinal alignment and what you are warming and 
strengthening. Also let students know you have a "super adventure" or "core pose" ahead you're building up 
to.  Mention the empowerment/confidence aspect of posture to get them fired up on all levels. 

•



STEP 7: THE CORE POSE 
The Core Pose arrives about 2/3 
of the way through class, and the 
rest will be counter-stretching 
and rest, so time this accordingly. 

Remember that this pose does 
not have to be a bendy, 
advanced, active pose. It could be 
that Pigeon we just did, trying 
Crow, or just being in Mountain 
for 5 minutes paying attention to 
how you move in and out of 
balance. 



Really point out here how they are undoing old 
patterns, reclaiming their birthright of living and 
rocking their lives in balance -- 

-- Whatever gives them the fire to experience this 
on a spiritual level and move through this 
challenging moment with focus and fierce grace.



STEP 8: GO DOWN THE MOUNTAIN: 
COUNTER-STRETCHES AND RESTORATIVE POSES

These are targeted cooling counter-
stretches to open what you worked. 

They go in this order: 

• More active floor stretches 
(using muscles and stretching)

• More passive floor stretches 
(using less or no muscle action while 
stretching or restoring the body) 



Now you will cool, counter-pose and more deeply stretch the areas your Core Pose and practice worked: 
Hamstrings, Low Back, Hips, Upper Back. 

Poses You Might Choose: 

More Active: 

• Low Moonwalk Lunge: Low lunge, forearms on block or floor, walk away from front foot, turn 
front foot open and open knee. 

• 1/2 Splits On Block: Front leg forward, knee bent, front hamstrings on block or 2. 

More Passive:  

• Supine Hamstring Stretch: One leg up in the air 90 degrees, strap or hands interlaced behind 
hamstrings. 

• Windshield Wiper or Eagle Legs Twist. Opens psoas, QL, abs and back. 

• Hips On Block Psoas Stretch with arms overhead and legs stretched out on the 
floor. 

• Here and there, talk about proper head, neck and spinal alignment and how they benefit better posture.



STEP 9: SAVASANA 
Savasana, or Final Rest pose, has a huge benefit, 
and it's not just about the student's meditation 
time and ability to rest. 

This pose (with arms down by sides, palms facing 
up), puts your body into excellent "anatomical 
postion" (like Mountain Pose), but relaxed. 

This means that while they rest, the muscles and 
fascia are cooling down. The alignment they are 
in when cooling will either be anatomical 
position (open joints, lengthened muscles), or 
something else, like checking email or running 
out of class.

Always explain this physical reason to your 
classes when entering Savasana. This pose should 
be done for 5 minutes for optimal cool-down. 

Always save time for 5 minutes in Savasana, 
and the Sealing Sequence next. That's 8-10 
minutes total. 

See the Pose Library section for how to 
cue Savasana through the Deep Core Line for 
optimal placement during this final rest! 



STEP 10: SEALING SEQUENCE

A sealing sequence consists of 
the following: 

• Bring them out of Savasana and up into 
Easy Seat.

• Return them to their breath.

• Return and recap the theme and tell 
them to go out there and use what they 
learned in their own daily lives now. 

• Sing an OM and/or bow to your practice 
to seal it into center.  

It takes just 2-3 minutes, but a good Sealing Sequence is one reason 
your classes will feel "richer", and more complete than others. 



Example: Sealing sequence (Sadie's way):

Bring them out of Savasana and up into Easy Seat. "Begin to deepen your 
breath. Inhale, and pour breath and relaxation down along the spine into the belly and pelvis. 
Exhale through your mouth; sigh it out, melt away what you don't want to carry forward with 
you now. 

Move your fingers and toes, circle ankles and wrists. Turn your head from side to side. 

Reach overhead and stretch your whole body through arms, spine, and legs. Inhale, wake up! 

Exhale, draw your knees over your hips; circle and roll them around. Hug forehead to knees 
to stretch your back body. 

Now roll gently to your right side (this keeps your class uniform), press down into your mat, 
and slowly, organically, come up to join me here in Easy Seat. 



Return them to their breath: "Here in Easy Seat, place your hands on 
your belly. Return to your Belly Bonfire Breath--slow, deep inhales to breathe open 
your pelvis, belly and low back. On your exhales, lift your pelvic floor and low belly 
in and up to raise that flame behind your navel.”

While they breathe, return and recap the theme of class, 
and tell them to go out there and use what they learned in 
their own daily lives now: "Today you didn't just rock your posture. You 
learned how to stand up for yourself, to be seen, to take up the space you deserve 
to, and the world needs you to. Now go out there, and stand tall wherever you find 
yourself. That's your 24-7 yoga practice." 

Sing an OM and/or bow to your practice to seal it into 
center.  I always end with "inhale, arms reach up--exhale, bring fists of fire 
into your belly, and bow forward to seal your practice deeply into your center. Thank 
you so much for joining me on the mat today. Namaste." 


